
A Lancashire Mon
Ballads, Songs & Recitations by Harry Boardman

1   A Lancashire Mon 
acc. Harry Boardman (banjo) Lesley Boardman (tenor banjo)  
Gerry Murphy (concertina) Bob Diehl (fiddle)

2  T’Spinner’s Tale recitation
3   The Radcliffe Otter Hunt acc. Gerry Murphy (concertina)  

Leslie Boardman  (mandolin) Bob Diehl (fiddle)
4  Victoria Bridge on a Saturday Night unacc.
5  Kitty and Robin acc. Gerry Murphy (concertina)
6a  Saddleworth Buck Rabbit recitation
6b  Whoam Brewed acc. himself (melodeon)
7   Warrikin Fain acc. Bob Diehl (fiddle) Gerry Murphy (concertina)  

Lesley Boardman (mandolin) Tim Boardman (whistle)
8  Spinning Shoddy acc. Harry Boardman (banjo)  

Lesley Boardman (tenor banjo)
9  To the Begging acc. Lesley Boardman (mandolin) Bob Diehl (fiddle) 

Gerry Murphy (concertina)
10  The Beltane Song acc. Gerry Murphy (smallpipes) Bob Diehl (fiddle) 

Lesley Boardman (mandolin) Harry Boardman (drum)
11 The Garland unacc.
12  Owdham on a Saturday Night acc. Bob Diehl (fiddle)  

Gerry Murphy (concertina) Lesley Boardman (mandolin)
13 Nine Times a Night acc. himself (concertina)
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A Lancashire Mon

Harry Boardman is par excellence Lancashire’s native son. 
He was born in the cotton town of Failsworth, near Oldham, 
in 1930. His mother and grandparents were weavers and 
spinners. Harry himself has worked on the railways and as 
a printer. He began singing Lancashire songs in his early 
twenties, and is an outstanding pioneer of the folk song 
revival in the North-west. The folk song club he founded in 
Manchester in 1954 was among the first in the country.
He is a devoted researcher into the local traditions of 
Lancashire - not only the songs but the tales, sayings, 
speechways and the like, and few can match him for 
knowledge of the dialect poetry of the region. Not that his 
interest is merely antiquarian, for he is much concerned with 
the current history and social developments of his area, as 
well as its dramatic past.
Lancashire is indeed fortunate to have such a fond delver 
into its working class culture, and such a fine exponent of its 
varied and vital traditions.

 “A Lancashire Mon”
Written by the poet Henry Yates, this is as blatant a piece of 
jingoism as one can imagine, but in many ways typical of the 
sturdy regionalism which seems to apply in many counties, 
though not all by any means. Doubtless the industrial 
revolution has had a good deal to do with this notion in 
Lancashire-“First in the Field”, “What Lancashire does 
today, the world does tomorrow”, etc., etc. Incidentally, it 
is a source of pride to some Lancastrians, that the reigning 
monarch is Duke of Lancaster, hence the penultimate line of 
the song.

“T’Spinner’s TaIe”
By the present-day poet, Eric Holt, appears in a recently 
published collection of new Lancashire verse - edited by 
Joan Pomfret. The story of the skilled cotton operative with 
pride in his work being forced to change his job because of 
the decline in cotton manufacture is common enough in 
Lancashire. This poem has many of the qualities of earlier 
dialect works. The subject, however, is more up to date. All 
power to the pen of Eric Holt. 

“The Radcliffe Otter Hunt”
Whoever made this ballad seems to have something of an 
identity problem. The story is told in the first person by the 
hunted otter and might appear to be an early anti-hunting 
tract in verse. However the whole thing ends up in the usual 
way with good health to hunters, country and king. The 
location of the tale is the River lrwell, from Prestwich to 
Clifton and Radcliffe, near Manchester.
The ballad appears in Harland and WiIkinson’s “Ballads and 
Songs of Lancashire” and was originally taken from a M.S. 
copy supplied by one John Higson of Droylsden.
Tom Thorpe was the keeper to the Earl of Wilton, Bob 
Hampson presumably a publican and Jack Ogden a locally 
well known hunter.
Harland and Wilkinson estimated the period of the ballad as 
mid-eighteenth century.
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“Victoria Bridge on a Saturday Night”
A broadside brought to my attention by Roy Palmer. It 
appears to have been printed by Pearson of Chadderton 
Street, Manchester. Chadderton Street is still there but 
wholesale greengrocers have long since ousted Mr. Pearson.
There is something that makes one think that the form of 
this piece is Irish, but there is no reason to suppose that the 
Anglo/lrish traffic is all one way.
Victoria Bridge - on the Manchester/Salford border, has 
become a little calmer and perhaps duller since this story 
was first told.

“Kitty & Robin”
Although most dialect poets and songsters have been 
working folk, there are exceptions to the rule. This 
simple song of courtship was written by Sir James P. Kay-
Shuttleworth Bart (1804-1877). It is perhaps not surprising 
that when the more “educated” take up the pen, the subjects 
are often rural rather than urban industrial. But no matter. 
This piece takes the form of a mother/ daughter dialogue - 
mother questions; daughter straightforwardly answers.

“Saddleworth Buck Rabbit”
The acquisition of ingredients for this dish could be 
daunting indeed. The method of eating is positively bizarre. 
lt comes from Amon Wrigley’s “Old Saddleworth Days”.

“Whoam Brewed”
Written by the Failsworth poet and writer Ben Brierley, this 
song is typically Lancashire. Baby asleep, fireside, enter wife 
with home brewed ale - what better reason for living?

“Warrikin Fair”
Perhaps the oldest existing ballad in Lancashire dialect, 
Warrikin (Warrington) Fair tells how Gilbert Scott sold his 
mare without actually receiving the cash.
His wife Grace, after bullying Gilbert, goes to the fair, 
where she sets upon the ‘horse dealer’ with such venom that 
they have to be separated by one Randle Shay, bailiff to Sir 
Thomas Butler (1548). Grace gets the money but keeps it 
herself.

“Spinning Shoddy”
Joseph Burgess (d.1934), who wrote this angry piece of 
verse, was a journalist and political pamphleteer of the 
Labour movement. He published his autobiography and 
verse in 1927 under the title “A Potential Poet”?
This description of the tyranny of factory life, especially for 
children, is second to none. Shoddy was a rough mixture of 
shredded cotton and wool, hard on both spinner and weaver.

“To The Begging”
lt has been said by those who should know that more 
begging songs came out of Scotland than anywhere. This 
one, however, was sung by Becket Whitehead of Delph 
near Oldham; an amateur local historian and geologist of 
considerable note. A version of this song which is currently 
sung in the folk clubs, has a more modal tune, the origin of 
which seems uncertain.
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“Th e Beltane Song”
Th is fascinating version of a “witch” song was collected by 
a man by the name of Myers and was apparently sung in the 
Fylde district of Lancashire around the early eighteen fi ft ies. 
Beltane was a pre-Christian event associated with May day, 
or the ancient festival heralding the summer. Druids lit bel-
fi res, between which catt le were driven to protect them from 
disease, or in preparation for sacrifi ce. Th e word Beltane is 
celtic and literally means the “blaze kindling”.
Th e more mature will remember a pop song of some years 
ago, presumably based upon an American version of this 
song. l am again indebted to Roy Palmer for this song.

“Th e Garland”
Words by the renowned Rochdale poet Edwin Waugh 
(d.189O). Th is lyrical song is perhaps the closest Waugh ever 
got to the feeling of a ‘true’ folk song. To what extent Waugh 
intended this is open to doubt - but unimportant.

“Owdham on a Saturday Night”
Th is comes from an undated broadside, brought to my 
att ention by Roy Palmer and takes the form of song/
monologue, which was popular among music-hall 
comedians until quite recently. Not wishing to off end 
Oldhamers, l can say with confi dence that whatever the date 
of the broadside, things have quietened down a litt le since 
then.

“Nine Times a Night”
Male prowess and female insatiability in matt ers sexual must 
be among the most popular of folklore subjects; though 
not necessarily in song. In this version of the tale, there is 
a neat twist at the end. Strange, but there are perhaps few 
things funnier than ‘a bit of a let down’. Could there be a 
moral there? Th is text is from a broadside printed in 1800 
by the well-known Manchester printer Bebbington and was 
supplied by Paul Graney.
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